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More commonly know as Lou Gehrig s disease
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
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Diagnosis and Treatment
Early symptoms include muscle weakness but
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or special accomplishments Your contributions
and planned gifts help ensure our future and
the future of our pALS as they fight ALS
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symptoms vary with each individual Currently
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there is no procedure or test for ALS making
the disease somewhat difficult to diagnose
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Once a diagnosis has been made however
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assistive devices and rehabilitation techniques
can help pALS manage their symptoms and lead
more productive and independent lives
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ALS OF MICHIGAN IS
DEDICATED TO HELPING
PEOPLE WITH ALS (pALS),
THEIR FAMILIES AND
CAREGIVERS LIVE LIFE AS
FULLY AS POSSIBLE.
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www.alsofmichigan.org
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Services and Community Initiatives
ALS of Michigan prides itself on serving Michigan ' s ALS community by offering its services at no - charge ever to pALS and their families .

Home Visits and Support Calls

Support Group Meetings

Our social workers and speech language

Our monthly support groups provide a safe

pathologist are available for home visits to

supportive environment for pALS family

on topics related to living with ALS medical

evaluate your needs and recommend services

members and caregivers to discuss and share

advances and the latest research in the field

and resources Social workers also make
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Workshops and Seminars
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We regularly present workshops and seminars
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their experiences with ALS These groups are

Held at a variety of locations these seminars

regular calls to pALS and their families to offer

led by our social workers who have expertise in

are attended by pALS caregivers family and

support and conduct on going assessments of

helping people cope with the impact of ALS on
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Respite Care Assistance Program
Caring for someone

.

24
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hours a day can be

overwhelming Our assistance program funds
respite care provided by local home healthcare
agencies to allow caregivers to take a break
from the stresses of caregiving

,
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Whether the
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errands or meeting with a friend taking some
time away can be incredibly rejuvenating
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Equipment Loans and Shipments
We have an extensive loan closet filled with
medical equipment that we loan to pALS for as

.

long as needed Items typically available include
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walkers wheelchairs communication devices

,

.

bedside tables and more Our inventory

time is spent grocery shopping running
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or donated We gratefully accept donations of
clean and usable items

.

We also directly ship a variety of

Our Hiller AAC Center showcases some of the

toileting items adaptive utensils wheelchair

latest in speech technologies The center is

cushions and other supplies
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items free of charge such as bathing and
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staffed by a speech language pathologist who
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offers pALS helpful equipment technology
training and ongoing support with the

ALS including voice banking and computer
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Fundraising Initiatives
Due to the generosity of the individuals and

,

businesses who donate to our agency we are

,
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pALS caregivers and families Our fundraising
initiatives include an Annual Gift campaign
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our signature Walk Run n Roll which engages
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family friends and others to support our
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cause Our supporters also host third party
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We need your help By volunteering at our

access The center also has a variety of
devices available for loan
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Volunteer Opportunities
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Augmentative and Alternative
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office or one of our events you can help build
awareness and spread our message of help
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www.alsofmichigan.org

100

individuals volunteer with

us each year to join our mission of helping our
Hundreds of pieces of medical equipment
are loaned or shipped to pALS each year.

pALS live life as fully as possible
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